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This event has been held already. Stay up-to-date with the latest edition by signing up for updates.










Shape the solar energy future of sub-Saharan Africa

Investment Risks & Opportunities | Disruptive Technologies | Public-Private Partnerships

The 5th edition of Unlocking Solar Capital (USC) Africa is empowered by the joint forces of Solarplaza and GOGLA, with the support of the Uganda Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development, and organized together with the local industry associations leading the charge. It fosters collaboration between the investment space - DFIs, impact and climate-aligned investors, venture & commercial capital - and the project development segment - IPPs, project developers, service & product providers. This crucial solar industry platform covers all the industry segments and their synergies - from off-grid, to mini-grid, to utility-scale solar - and highlights new innovations in technology and business models.

With over $20 billion already invested in solar over the past decade and projections of a doubling of energy investments by 2030, now’s the time to take action and make a real impact on universal energy access (SDG-7) - providing electricity to the nearly 600mln people in Sub-Saharan Africa that still lack access - and climate goals (SDG-13). To expand the growth of renewables, challenges such as the flexibility and reliability of the grid, as well as end-user affordability, will have to be faced head-on. Investors need to be aware of the latest innovations in technologies and business models. Therefore, sharing knowledge and building networks is more critical than ever. Join a gathering of high-level local and international stakeholders in Uganda on 31 May & 1 June and help shape the region’s solar future.

A discount is available on our conference ticket prices for African-owned companies. Learn more below 

























The Industry Advisory Board empowering the event

Our advisory board members are representatives of industry associations that represent the e-mobility, mini-grids, off-grid solar, productive use, last-mile distribution, utility scale and C&I markets. We are working together to bring a large number of companies and investors from across these segments to the event. The advisory board members bring a combined wealth of knowledge and years of experience to help shape our program and enhance our event.
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Charlotte Taylor


Communications and Impact Manager



Global Distributors Collective
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Charlotte Taylor is the Global Distributors Collective (GDC) Communications and Impact Manager. Charlotte leads the communications and member engagement activities for the GDC’s 200-strong membership, is gender focal point for the GDC, and, as a member of the senior leadership team, is involved in shaping overall strategy for the collective. Charlotte has almost a decade of experience working at the nexus of energy access and advocacy; having previously worked on Practical Action’s Poor People’s Energy Outlook global report series, and on the Power for All campaign. The GDC is dedicated to supporting and representing its members to help them reach underserved customers, and to developing the last mile distribution (LMD) sector as a whole.
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Paul Muhia


Director of Operations



AEMDA
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Paul Muhia is an emobility & energy expert with experience across Sub-Saharan Africa and has provided TA services for energy companies market entry. Paul is currently the Operations Director at AEMDA supporting membership growth, programs and events. Paul background is in Electrical & Electronics Engineering and has worked for both private sectors in Energy management and conducted over 50 investment-grade energy audits and NGO in energy access including demand stimulation through productive use of energy in rural areas. Paul's experience in matters of energy access & productive use of energy eg in emobility to improve people's livelihoods while protecting the environment.
Paul has also co-founded several starups such as Raynow Energy an energy & engineering company providing turn-key and third-party services in energy, electrical, civil & mechanical engineering services.
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Juan Luis Agarrado
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Juan Luis Agarrado


Sub-Saharan Manager



3E
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Juan Luis Agarrado is the Sub-Saharan Manager for 3E Renewables Energy Services, based in Cape Town, South Africa. 3E is a Technical Advisory company that supports project developers, project owners, lenders and funding institutions offering policy, strategy and technical advisory services for wind, solar, hybrid and grid-related business. A professional with more than 14 years of international experience in AMEA region and Africa, he previously worked  as an International Project Manager for PV projects in South Africa and Chile (Solairdirect , currently EngieSolar), Technical Programme coordinator for a Water scheme in Tanzania,  Project Manager for HV transformer protection in the EMA region and Site Manager for Pharmaceutical industry in Spain, Bangladesh and Pakistan. Juan Luis holds a honours degrees in Mechanical Engineering from Coventry University (U.K) and the Universidad de Oviedo (Spain).
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Ismail Muyinda
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Ismail Muyinda


Project Director



Uganda Solar Energy Association (USEA)
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Ismail is currently working as the Projects Manager at Uganda Solar Energy Association. Here, he is tasked with day-to-day management, coordination and implementation of running projects, writing concept notes and project proposals, coordination with members, development partners and new business opportunities. He is currently working as the National Coordinator on Productive Use of Renewable Energy and presently working on development of a National Roadmap on Scaling up Productive Use of Renewable in Uganda for the offgrid sector. He holds a LLB in Commercial & Environmental law at the Makerere University, a certificate in Renewable Energy and Project Planning and Management.
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Mbaine Benard
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Mbaine Benard


CEO



Uganda National Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Alliance (UNREEEA)
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Angela Muraguri
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Angela Muraguri


Investment Manager



KawiSafi
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Angela is an Investment Manager at KawiSafi Ventures, where she supports pipeline,
transactions, portfolio management and governance, and leads on the Fund’s $5M
Technical Assistance Facility. She brings over twelve years’ experience in the
investment ecosystem across Sub Saharan Africa. She was previously a Program
Manager at the Gatsby Foundation where she supported the development of a new
initiative, Msingi East Africa and led the sector development team across Eastern Africa.
She started her career in transaction advisory at Deloitte providing M&amp;A deal advisory
for organizations across agribusiness, manufacturing, financial services, healthcare, and
TMT (Technology, Media and Telecom) across East and Southern Africa. Angela holds
an MA with distinction in International Development from the University of Warwick and a
Bachelor of Commerce from Strathmore University.
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Inès Dushime
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Inès Dushime


Team Manager



AFSIA
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Inès is the Team Manager of AFSIA, the Africa Solar Industry Association. With over 3 years of
experience in the solar industry, she is passionate about the transformative power of renewable
energy and the positive impact it can have on communities and businesses in Africa.
The mission of AFSIA is to advocate for the use of solar energy throughout Africa and serve as the
voice of the continent's solar industry. AFSIA's operations include market intelligence analysis,
content creation, information exchange, events, and business facilitation services.
Throughout her career, she has been fortunate to work on several reports, events, B2B matching
and much more. Each task has taught her something new about the challenges and opportunities of
the solar space in Africa, as well as the incredible resilience and creativity of the people who are
driving change in this sector.
As a team manager, she is committed to supporting members of the association and partners as
they work to expand access to solar energy across the continent. Whether through advocacy or
knowledge-sharing, she is excited to be part of this dynamic and growing industry, and looks forward
to working with all stakeholders to build a brighter and more sustainable future for Africa.
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Abraham Mudasia
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Abraham Mudasia


Communications Director



AMDA - Africa Minigrid Developers Association
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Abraham Mudasia is the Communications Director for the Africa Minigrids Developers Association
(AMDA). He is responsible for overseeing the development and implementation of external and
internal communications strategies for AMDA. He is a seasoned communications expert with a track
record of influencing the global development agenda through strategic communications, event
management, partnership building, and stakeholder relations including the media, government, and
development partners.
Previously, he worked as the Communications Lead for UN World Food Programme digital
transformation process that combines the power of data, innovation, and technology to
fundamentally change business outcomes. He has also led communications for AgriFin, a Mercy
Corps flagship program and contributed in revolutionizing the way smallholder farmers feed the
world through digital innovation.
Abraham holds a Bachelor’s degree in Information Sciences from Moi University Kenya, and a
Master’s degree in Business Administration from the University of Nairobi.
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Program Overview








Sharing knowledge and network in the Sub-Saharan African PV market

Fueled by market research, inspired by local consultation, and tailored for our professional audience, the content-rich event program takes stock of the challenges and opportunities of the Sub-Saharan African PV market.
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Day 1

	
Day 2













SESSION 1 Scaling Solar for the Just Energy Transition





SESSION 2A Finance & Investment Trends





SESSION 2B Powering Climate Resilience





SESSION 3A Technology & Business Innovation





SESSION 3B Policy & Regulation





SESSION 4A Energy Leaders





SESSION 4B Carbon Finance























SESSION 5A Combatting Grid Problems to Safeguard Stable Electricity Supply





SESSION 5B Subsidies Workshop





SIDE SESSION Matchmaking (Sign Up Required)





SESSION 6A Taking Stock of the Utility and C&I Markets





SESSION 6B The Driving Forces of a Sustainable Solar Future





SIDE SESSION Matchmaking (Sign Up Required)





SESSION 7A Productive use and Off-Grid





SESSION 7B Workshops





SESSION 7C Workshops





SESSION 8A Interactive Partner Sessions & Fireside Chats





SESSION 8B Workshops





























Full Program 

















 Meet GOGLA, our organizing partner

Unlocking Solar Capital Africa is co-organized by GOGLA, the global association for the off-grid solar energy industry. GOGLA promotes, safeguards, and convenes players in this pioneering industry. The association advocates for enabling policies and increased investment, and supports its 200+ members with effective services.



Learn more
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Ruth Nankabirwa


Minister of Energy and Mineral Development
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Ruth Nankabirwa


Minister of Energy and Mineral Development



MEMD Uganda
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Ms. Ruth Nankabirwa Ssentamu is a Ugandan politician who serves as the Minister of Energy and Mineral Development since June 2021. Before being appointed as Minister of Energy she served various cabinet level position within the Ugandan government including Chief Government Whip (2015-2021), State Minister for Fisheries (2011-2015), State Minister for Microfinance (2009-2011), State Minister for Defense (2001-2009). Ms. Nankabirwa started her political career as part of the Ugandan Constituent Assembly in 1994. She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Fine Art and a Master of Arts in Conflict Studies from Makerere University, Uganda.
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Sarah Alexander


Global Technical Advisor, Off Grid Electrification
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Sarah Alexander


Global Technical Advisor, Off Grid Electrification



SNV
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Sarah is currently the Global Technical Advisor, Off Grid Electrification at SNV. She brings 14 years experience involved in program design, implementation and strategic oversight of energy access programs in India, Africa and Philippines with SELCO Foundation and other grassroots organizations. She has hands-on experience in end-user driven programs at the intersection of energy access, climate adaptation, rural development across areas such as built environment, skills and livelihoods. Currently at SNV, Sarah focusses on advisory support, business development and knowledge management for several energy access and productive use related programs.
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Mathew Kimolo


Regional Sales Director
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Mathew Kimolo


Regional Sales Director



Sagemcom
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Mathew Kimolo is the Regional Sales Director at Sagemcom, a French energy and telecommunications company. In Africa, Sagemcom has installed over 100MWp of solar PV systems, over 350MWh of battery storage systems, deployed over 150 minigrids and laid over 50,000km of energy and telecommunications cable. Mathew has strong experience in the renewable energy and electrification space in Africa, having worked in the solar PAYGO and minigrid industries in the past, and now in the energy and telecommunications infrastructure solutions space. He is passionate about energy access in Africa and the resulting economic empowerment of communities. Mathew possesses an MBA and a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Nairobi.
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Nambuya Imbega


Senior BD Manager
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Nambuya Imbega


Senior BD Manager



CrossBoundary Energy
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Sanjeev Debipersad


Director of Investment Portfolio
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Sanjeev Debipersad


Director of Investment Portfolio



AECF
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Sanjeev is a seasoned professional with two decades of
experience in banking and fund management. Currently, he is
AECF's Director of Investments and Advisory Services, which
includes transaction advisory, fund management, and technical
assistance delivery. In his previous role as the Head of Risk at
SunFunder, Sanjeev played a pivotal role in shaping the
company's risk appetite in renewable energy markets. He has a
solid background in investments across UN Sustainable
Development Goal-aligned sectors within Sub-Saharan Africa &
South East Asia.
Sanjeev also serves as a board member for several organizations,
including MGMC Pharma Group, Shivam Capital, and The
Simba Group. He holds an MBL in Corporate Finance from the
University of South Africa, a Masters in Artificial Intelligence
from the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, and a Bachelor's degree
in Electronic Engineering from the same university.
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Oscar Ankunda


Energy Specialist
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Oscar Ankunda


Energy Specialist



Power Africa
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Oscar Ankunda leads the Power Africa Initiative for the United States Agency for International Development in Uganda. This initiative aims gto ad more than 30.000 MW of cleaner, more efficienct electricit generation capacity and 60 million new home and business connections. In the past Mr. Ankunda has served as Projects Manager at Industrial Promotion Services of the Aga Khan Fund for Economic Development and worked with the WorldBank funded Energy for Rural Transofmration Project. These projects have aided in stimulating developin economies, specifically supporting rural electrification planning and execution.
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Post-Show Report


Unlocking Solar Capital Africa 2023

July 2023

On the 31st of May and 1st of June, we gathered key international and African solar stakeholders in Kampala, Uganda, for the 5th edition of USC Africa


Solar PV
GOGLA
Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Uganda












Webinar


Optimizing Local Currency Debt Financing for Sub-Saharan Solar Energy Markets

April 2023


Recordings 


This webinar will explore the barriers and opportunities to local currency debt financing and identify actions to scale-up this important investment


Financing
Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa












Webinar


Shining a Light on African Solar Energy: An Outlook on the Different Market Segments

March 2023


Recordings 


Join this webinar to hear a panel of experts discuss different segment outlooks for solar market development in Sub-Saharan Africa.


E-mobility
Mini-grid
Off-grid
GOGLA
Africa












Infographic


The State of African Solar

February 2023

Download our lastest infographic for a quick glance at the most prominent developments, trends and more!


Battery
Mini-grid
Off-grid
Utility-scale
GOGLA












Post-Show Report


Unlocking Solar Capital Africa 2019

December 2019

350+ executives connect and engage in in-depth discussions to solve Africa’s solar energy funding gap - and get projects realized.














Article


Solar Project in The Democratic Republic of the Congo wins Phanes Group’s third Solar Incubator

October 2019

International evaluation panel selected winning project for commercial and technical support from global solar company


Innovation
Phanes Group
Africa












Article


VentureBuilder Launches Innovative Approach to Support Indigenous Off-Grid Solar Companies in Africa

October 2019

Confirms backing from the DOEN Foundation, Facebook, Shell Foundation, and USAID


Stichting DOEN!
Shell Foundation
USAID
Africa












Report


Powering Opportunity in East Africa. Proving Off-Grid Solar is a Power Tool for Change

September 2019

This new GOGLA report series follows last year's ground-breaking Powering Opportunity research.


Africa












Article


Harnessing Off-Grid Device Data to Strengthen Last-Mile Distribution

September 2019




Wholesale / Distribution
Grid Operations
Off-grid
Asset management software












White Paper


The Big 5: Africa’s fastest growing solar energy markets

September 2019

The aim of this report is to provide a comprehensive overview of the key facts and figures related to 5 African solar PV markets.


Project Development
Data analytics
Africa












Article


Phanes Group’s Solar Incubator returns in search of promising sub-Saharan Africa solar projects

July 2019

Phanes Group is once again on the hunt for promising solar photovoltaic (PV) projects as the company relaunches its Solar Incubator program.


Phanes Group
Africa












White Paper


Eastern Africa: Regional Solar Report

May 2019

Learn more about the energy sector and the range of issues related to solar PV project development for: Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania.


Solar PV
Project Development
Data analytics
East Africa












Article


Peer-to-peer money transactions are the way to accelerate Africa’s solar industry

May 2019

The Sun Exchange is a micro-leasing marketplace enabling anyone in the world to own solar cells and lease them to be installed in sunny markets.


Peer-to-peer
Solar PV
Project Development
Mini-grid
Green energy












Article


Empowering the Off-grid Solar Industry With the Technology to Scale

October 2018




Innovation
Off-grid
Asset management software
Data analytics












Article


How solar power is changing lives in Africa

October 2018




Extreme Weather
Grid Operations
Mini-grid
Off-grid
Africa












Article


Commercial capital investment in African solar development

October 2017

In October 2017, Solarplaza organized a webinar on solar development in the African market Commercial capital investments in African solar PV Projects


Africa












Article


The state of solar power financing in Africa

October 2017

A large and persistent power deficit exists across the African continent; addressing this is key to achieving economic and social goals.


Solar PV
Financial advice
Africa












Webinar


Webinar - Commercial Capital Investments in African Solar PV Projects

October 2017


Recordings 





Solar PV
Project Development
Africa












Article


Solarplaza and GOGLA Build the Leading Conference Brand for Solar Energy in Sub-Saharan Africa

September 2017

Solarplaza and GOGLA are proud to announce the second edition of Unlocking Solar Capital (USC) Africa.


GOGLA
Africa












Article


Phanes Group Opens Solar Power Incubator For Project Developers in sub-Saharan Africa

September 2017

Phanes Group, an integrated end-to-end solar provider headquartered in Dubai, has launched its first Solar Incubator program, aimed at identifying...


Solar PV
Project Development
Sub-Saharan Africa












Article


DFIs and developers work towards a brighter future in Africa

July 2017

It is evident that Africa is in dire need for large-scale electrification if it is to speed up its economic development.


Solar Auction
Solar PV
Project Development
Utility-scale
Advice












Article


The up-and-coming African solar: Top 50 announced African solar PV projects

April 2017

The need for energy and the abundance of sunshine provide strong justifications for adopting solar energy in Africa.


Solar Portfolios
Project Development
Mulilo
Phanes Group
Scatec












Article


The inverter maker and solution provider looking to top Africa’s market

October 2016

The Chinese inverter manufacturer Huawei aims to take the African market by storm with an inverter said to increase PV plant internal rates of...


Operations & Maintenance
Inverters
Huawei
Africa
Middle East












Article


Investor Q&a With Michael Gera, EAV Africa

September 2016

In our latest investor Q&A, GOGLA speaks with Michael Gera of Energy Access Ventures Africa.


Mini-grid
Off-grid
Investment
Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa












Article


GOGLA Investor Q&A With Audrey Desiderato, Sunfunder

August 2016

In our latest investor Q&A, GOGLA speaks with Audrey Desiderato, Co-Founder & COO of SunFunder.


Africa












Article


GOGLA Investor Q&A With Kat Harrison, Acumen Fund

August 2016

In the second Q&A of our investor series, GOGLA speaks with Kat Harrison, Impact Associate Director at Acumen.


Africa












Article


GOGLA Investor Q&A With Lauren Cochran, Blue Haven Initiative

July 2016

Lauren Cochran is Director of Private Investments at Blue Haven Initiative, where she leads strategy and execution for the portfolio of direct...


Off-grid
Energy trust (equity)
Long-term loans (debt)
Africa












Article


Bankability shifts focus in emerging markets

July 2016



















Be the first to know

and stay ahead


Keep me posted





Leave us your email address and we will make sure you are always up to date about the latest developments, our upcoming event and exclusive promotional offers.



And don’t worry, you are in control of what you receive at any given time via our email preference center.













	
 Conference Venue 



















Conference Venue

Speke Resort and Conference Center


 31 May - 1 June
, 08:00
- 18:30


 Wavamunno Road, Kampala, Uganda


On leafy grounds along Lake Victoria, this refined resort is 4 km from the white sands of KK Beach and 39 km from Entebbe International Airport.



Website 




Phone 


















Accommodation


Looking for a place to stay during the event?


Book your room directly at the conference venue.




Book your room 












Book your room
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Lead Partner

AfDB & SEFA
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Lead Partner

GET.invest
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Strategic Partner

MEMD Uganda
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Partner

JA Solar
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Partner

Sagemcom
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Partner

Triple Jump
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Partner

Persistent Energy Capital
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Partner

Jinko Solar
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Partner

Energy Catalyst
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Partner

ESMAP
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Exhibition Partner

ENGIE
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Branding Partner

Power Africa
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Media Partner

ESI Africa
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Media Partner

Next Billion
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Media Partner

Impakter
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Media Partner

Afrik21
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Media Partner

Alternative Energy Africa
















Need any help?

We got you. Send out an email to our team and we are here to help.













Laura Fortes


Senior Project Manager


For questions about the program and content of the event:

[email protected]

















Manoela Hartung


Project Manager


For practical questions regarding our activities:

[email protected]

















Tor Jörgensen


Business Developer


For questions regarding partnership opportunities:

[email protected]


















Keep me posted


Leave us your email address and we will make sure you are always up to date about the latest developments, our upcoming event and exclusive promotional offers.
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Privacy Policy

	
Cookie Policy

	
Terms & Conditions












Our cookies feed the sun


They let us give you a better experience, and help us improve our products.
We won’t turn them on unless you say yes!
After all it’s our business to accelerate the sustainable energy transition.








Necessary



Ensure that our website functions properly. They cannot be disabled.





Marketing



Used to track visitors across our website and to display more relevant ads.





Analytical



Help us understand how visitors interact with our website.








Customize
Allow selection
Reject all

Allow all cookies 
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Already have an account? Log in




Create free account 







